Patterns – Worksheet 10
Find and complete the following patterns by filling in the blanks:

____ BAG TAG LAG BAG TAG LAG

DOG CAT DOG CAT DOG ___ DOG

BAT SAT HAT ___ SAT HAT BAT

TEN PEN ___ TEN PEN HEN TEN

BALL TALL HALL ___ TALL HALL BALL

___ BILL WILL KILL BILL WILL KILL

CAKE ___ TAKE CAKE MAKE TAKE CAKE

RAKE BAKE ___ RAKE BAKE LAKE RAKE
Key to Patterns – Worksheet 10
Find and complete the following patterns by filling in the blanks:

LAG  BAG  TAG  LAG  BAG  TAG  LAG

DOG  CAT  DOG  CAT  DOG  CAT  DOG

BAT  SAT  HAT  BAT  SAT  HAT  BAT

TEN  PEN  HEN  TEN  PEN  HEN  TEN

BALL  TALL  HALL  BALL  TALL  HALL  BALL

KILL  BILL  WILL  KILL  BILL  WILL  KILL

CAKE  MAKE  TAKE  CAKE  MAKE  TAKE  CAKE

RAKE  BAKE  LAKE  RAKE  BAKE  LAKE  RAKE